
>> I enjoyed meeting many of you at last month’s CCI alumni kick-off event at the Harris 
Alumni Center.  I hope you enjoyed the opportunity to meet our Dean and some of your 

favorite faculty.  It was very interesting to hear about your lives after 
CCI and your enthusiam to continue CCI focused alumni gatherings.  
Please consider joining us for the second annual 4.Niner K. Run or 
walk your way through this challenging and family-friendly 4.9 K course 
located throughout the beautiful UNC Charlotte campus.  All race 
proceeds will be used to fund need-based scholarships for current 

students.  For more information and to register visit http://syc.uncc.edu/4.niner-k.  Stay 
tuned for more CCI focused alumni events!

My best,
Marjorie Bray
Director of Development and Alumni Relations

>> Wells Fargo Innovation Project
The College of Computing and Informatics and Wells Fargo have announced  an 
innovative  internship project “The Bank of the Future.”   
The artifact to be delivered will be a working model or 
prototype, and an associated executive report.  Students 
shall emulate, or otherwise demonstrate, how technologies 
will change the formal lines of business for banking (ATM, 
payments, mobile, and retail banking) and describe how 
Wells Fargo customers will use banking services “on-the-
go.”  

>> Mark Your Calendars
On Friday, October 8th CCI will continue its 2010-2011 
Distinguished Lecture Series with a presentation by Eric 
Grimson, Ph.D., Massachusetts Institute of Technology.  Dr. 
Grimson’s will discuss Computer Vision for Surgery and Disease 
Analyssis. Over the past few decades, computer vision 
techniques have played an increasing role in the practice of 
medicine. Segmentation methods that incorporate shape, 
appearance, and atlas information provide detailed 3D 
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>>  Recent Bioinformatics and 
Genomics Graduates

“The highly collaborative research 
atmosphere has allowed me to focus on 
a skill set that I desired while still giving 
me a solid comprehensive background.”

Rob Reid
Bioinformatics Service Division, NC Research 
Campus

“ By being passionate about science and 
eager to help, CCI’s faculty prepared
me to enter the professional world with 
the confidence and knowledge necessary 
to excel.”

Adam English
Human Genome Sequencing Center
Baylor College of Medicine, Houston, TX

“ Bioinformatics is a new and fast-
growing field.  It needs dedicated and 
insightful leaders and  teachers to 
flourish and I assure you, we have them 
here at CCI.”

Ra’ad Gharaibeh
Bioinformatics Service Division
North Carolina Research Campus
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>>  Alumni Talk Back

I am currently a Partner and CEO of Digital 

Sabre Solutions. Digital Sabre is a Charlotte 

based Software Outsourcing company with 

expertise in IT consulting, SaaS enablement, 

mobile applications, and custom application 

development.The company is a partnership 

with MAS Holdings, a $700M Apparel 

manufacturing company based in Sri Lanka.

I run day to day business operations here 

in the US, from client meetings, managing 

projects, consulting, and providing quality 

support to our customers in the US.  The 

Charlotte office has four employees.

I graduated in ‘97 with BS in Computer 

Science at UNC Charlotte. While I was at 

UNC Charlotte, I did several internships 

which helped me tremendously to gain real 

world experience while at school. I believe 

this experience coupled with the education 

I received gave me the courage to explore 

into the business world.  After I graduated, 

I worked for Compaq (now HP), Ecyber, 

Hirev, and other various startup companies 

focusing on web apps and custom solutions 

for various industries.

The US operations of Digital Sabre focuses 

on sales, consulting, project management, 

and delivery. Our services include – SaaS 

enablement, mobile applications, custom 

solutions, system maintenance, and support. 

The industries we focus on are retail, 

healthcare, finance, education, and many 

more.

Chetan Amalean

reconstructions of patient-specific anatomy. Flexible registration methods align segmented 
models with patients for surgical planning and intra-operative guidance.

Dr. Grimson  is a Professor of Computer Science and Engineering at the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, and holds the Bernard Gordon Chair of Medical Engineering at 
MIT. He also holds a joint appointment as a Lecturer on Radiology at Harvard Medical 
School, and at Brigham and Women’s Hospital. He is currently serving as the Head of the 
Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science at MIT.

The lecture will be held form 3:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. in Woodward Hall room 106.  No 
RSVP’s are required.

>> CCI Bragging Rights
Anita Raja, Ph.D., Associate Professor in the Department of Software and Information 
Systems and CCI Ph.D. student Shanjun Cheng received the best paper award at IEEE 
Intelligent Agent Technology (IAT) conference held in Toronto, 
Canada.  Cheng served as the first author on the paper, which 
was entitled, “DLB-SDPOP: A Multiagent Pseudo-tree Repair 
Algorithm for Load Balancing in WLANs.” The conference 
is organized by the Web Intelligent Consortium, which is an 
international, non-profit organization dedicated to advancing 
world-wide scientific research and industrial development in the 
field of Web Intelligence (WI).

>> CCI will host its 11th annual Cyber Security Symposium on the 
UNC Charlotte campus on Tuesday, November 2, 2010.  What has become the premier 

security conference in the region will again feature expert 
guest speakers from around the country who will address 
the latest issues surrounding cyber crime and what is 
being done to combat this ever-increasing global problem.   
Attendance for the past two years has been around 500 
each, with heavy attendance by security professionals from 
Bank of America, Wells Fargo, and TIAA-CREF.  I hope you 

and your colleagues will be able to attend. 

This year’s sponsors include: The Charlotte Research Institute (CRI); Bank of America; 
Trend Micro; Duke Energy; Consortium for Enterprise Systems; McAfee; SecurEdge 
Networks; ACM Business Solutions; TIAA-CREF; Symantec; Poyner and Spruill, LLC.; 
Hewlett-Packard Company; ARA; Peak-10; and Deloitte. 

For more information and to register please click on Event Registration at cci.uncc.edu.

 
For sponsorship information, please contact Marjorie Bray at marjorie.bray@uncc.edu.


